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HORIZON TESTING
Horizon Testing Inc. is an innovative, non-destructive testing company
operating out of British Columbia, Canada.
Daniel Tremblay is the Owner and Manager of Horizon and has been in the
NDT industry for over 25 years. In the 80’s, Daniel was in the military working
on aircraft such as the Sea King, F5, F18 and Tutor (snowbird plane). He
retired in 1993 and started working for Cost Testing, a division of Canspec,
which became Accuren. His position afforded him a multitude of experience
in industries such as Pulp and Paper, Chemical, Power, as well as Oil and
Gas. Daniel’s incredible wealth of experience and numerous certifications
from Aircraft NDT to API510 Pressure Vessel inspections, has made him an
undeniable expert for NDT inspections in Western Canada.
Daniel recognized the need to provide better NDT service with more advance
NDT testing around BC. He developed Horizon Testing, Inc. to find and offer
leading inspection methods for his clients. Since then, Horizon has repeatedly
provided a high level of service and a dedication to their clients. They listen to
understand individual needs so they can provide optimal inspection method
for each inspection process.
Daniel saw a need to inspect FRP equipment and knew that composites were
a challenge to inspect from his aircraft days. A client introduced Daniel to
Geoff Clarkson and never looked back. In 2012, Horizon became the first
licensee to offer the innovative UltraAnalytix™ services to their Pulp and
Paper, and Chemical Industry clients. Geoff and Jo Anne were happy to take
him on as a Licensee to offer UltraAnalytix™ out West.
“Daniel truly is one of the nicest, most down-to-earth guys, I’ve ever met. His
commitment to the industry and to his customers shines through all his
interactions”, says Jo Anne Watton, CEO of UTComp.
What sets Horizon apart from their competitor’s? Their dedication,
continuously searching for the best technology, and passion for what they do.
This is why clients keep coming back to them for their inspection needs.
If you need your FRP assets inspected, contact Daniel Tremblay at Horizon
Testing Inc. We know he would be more than happy to help
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